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Life of a software engineer
in today’s world of work
With the abundance of digital distractions, shoulder taps and urgent meetings in
today’s workplace, it’s no wonder it’s challenging to get our work done.
DEEP WORK*1
The hard truth: Even quick distractions have big impacts.
•
•

An employee has 11 minutes of time to focus between distractions at work
After an interruption, it takes 23 minutes to return to the original task

MEETINGS2
Distraction or collaboration? It’s time to reevaluate meetings.
• US employees attend an estimated 55 million meetings each year
• The average worker attends 15 meetings per week
• Over 3,000 employees identified the #1 time-waster: “Too many meetings”
• Meeting attendees aren’t satisfied:
• 73% admit to doing other work during meetings
• 90% report daydreaming
• 65% say meetings prevent work and deep thinking

1 Gloria Mark, University of Irvine
2 Steven Rogelberg, The Surprising Science of Meetings (Uplevel Advisor)
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RECRUITING AND HIRING
To complicate matters, engineering
teams often find themselves in flux.
•

•

•

The tech industry has the highest
turnover rate (13% annually3) and an
average two-year tenure4
Starting salary for software engineer:
• Entry-level: $68,2705
• Manager: $137,9076
Estimated costs of hiring a software
engineer:7
• Internal recruitment: $22,000
• Agency recruitment: $32,000
• Lost productivity while hiring for
open position: $60,000

3 Source: LinkedIn 2017 study
4 Source: LinkedIn
5 Source: Glassdoor
6 Source: Glassdoor
7 Source: Devskiller
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Competing
for tech talent
never gets
easier, nor is it
a perfect
mathematical
equation.
Stacey Carroll, Payscale

Uplevel research:
Top challenges software engineers face

U

plevel heard—loud and clear—that engineering teams are frustrated. To learn
more about these frustrations, we went straight to the source.

We surveyed 240 U.S.-based software developers and managers on their schedules, challenges, and the impact on their job performance. The results illuminate
how we’re impeding productive work and where we can focus to achieve daily
victories.
Dig in to see what we learned...
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Uplevel research:
Top challenges software engineers face
Frequency of
occurrence

Impact on
effectiveness

Lacking sufficient
time to do work

50% of engineers
report not enough
time to do work more
than twice a week —
1/5 feel this every day

33% of individual
contributors and 25%
of managers rated “a
great extent”

Experiencing so
many interruptions
that work cannot get
done

50% of engineers
report more than twice a week

31% of individual
contributors and 34%
of managers rated “a
great extent”

Attending meetings
that lack purpose or
viewed as a waste
of time

39% of engineers
report more than
twice a week

37% of individual
contributors and 32%
of managers rated “a
great extent”

Getting blocked on
issues that are out of
your control

39% of individual
contributors and 48%
of managers report at
least once a week

29% of individual
contributors and 23%
of managers rated “a
great extent”

Challenge

In our analysis of Uplevel customers,
software developers spend an average of
1.4 hours in meetings daily.
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6 ways you can protect
ultra-valuable Deep Work time

W

hen we eliminate unnecessary meetings and distractions, we open time for
truly focused productivity and complex problem-solving. These six best
practices empower teams to engage in critical Deep Work time.

MAKE IT OFFICIAL
Give your team members freedom to control their
calendars by blocking daily or weekly hours for Deep
Work—and respect that quiet time, unless something
mission-critical arises. Use Uplevel to analyze
your team’s calendars for the most optimal time to
schedule deep work sessions.
MAKE IT A TEAM SPORT
Making Deep Work a group activity makes it way more
powerful. The social pressure is real and can make it
fun too. And if everyone on the team is in Deep Work,
you reduce the risk of getting interrupted by your
team and losing your flow.
HAVE A SIGNAL
Let coworkers know you’re in Deep Work mode by
setting up a cue that says “let me focus!” Try noisecancelling headphones, a whiteboard message, even
a silly hat—whatever communicates your need for
uninterrupted time. One powerful and easy signal to
use is muting your messaging notifications—some
tools, like Slack, will let other users know that you
are in DND mode. Close your email and set an autoresponder to let others know you’ll get back to them
in a few hours.
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CREATE SPACE
Open office environments make us all targets for
shoulder taps (“Quick question…”) and nearby
conversations. Find a Deep Work zone, like the postlunch quiet hours at the kitchen tables.
REST AND REFUEL
While we can focus more deeply without
interruptions, we still need occasional breaks.
Our sweet spot is a 3-hour working session with a
15-minute breather in the middle. Stretch those legs,
look at the sky, and crush that LaCroix.
RITUALIZE IT
Many engineering teams have routine meetings,
like daily stand-ups, planning meetings, and retros.
Scheduling regular Deep Work time can (and should)
follow suit, whether it occurs every day at 10am, or
during the same three afternoons every week.
For more Deep Work recommendations, check out Deep
Work by Cal Newport.
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5 data-backed ways
to boost meeting health

T

oo many companies report feeling “stuck in meeting hell.” We’re here to help.
Revolutionize the way that meetings impact your time and your accomplishments
with these five recommendations, inspired by our research.

AVOID FYI INVITES

decline
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We’ve found that meetings with high acceptance
rates (or very few declines) are less likely to
be reported as wasted efforts. Invite only the
collaborators that truly need to be in the meeting and
designate a note-taker for those who can’t attend.
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COLLABORATE OUTSIDE THE CONFERENCE ROOM
Bigger meetings tend to be purely informational (and
easier to substitute with an email), while smaller ones
help people actually get their work done. If you need
additional input, try quick check-ins with relevant
partners before or after the meeting, and take notes.
KEEP IT AMONG PEERS
Meetings with multiple layers of management—like
having individual contributors, managers, and
VPs in the same room—can have lower reported
effectiveness. Encourage your team meetings to be
with peers or one additional layer of management.
SET PRECISE TIMES
Tradition dictates 30- and 60-minute meetings, but
inevitably, 5 or 10 minutes are lost to late arrivals
or multitasking. Create a culture of brevity by
scheduling 25, 45, or 55 minutes.
SCHEDULE MEETINGS CLOSE TOGETHER
Yes, you read that right. It’s best to group your
meetings in the morning or afternoon so that you can
give yourself a longer period for focused work time
— vs. short sprints between scattered meetings. But
make sure to keep meetings as short as possible (do
you really need an hour?) and give everyone a 5-15
break between meetings.

Parkinson’s Law says that work expands
so as to fill the time available. If you
schedule a 60-minute meeting, people
will fill that time, regardless of efficiency.
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The solution:

Supercharge your engineering

U

plevel is your engineering effectiveness platform. We leverage machine learning and organizational science to champion behavior change with insights,
coaching and actions integrated in your daily workflow — all based on bestpractices and data from tools such as calendars, code repositories, messaging
apps, project management tools, and engagement surveys.
We believe that data-driven work cultures foster the most innovative teams. With
Uplevel, engineers see their individual metrics and managers also get an
aggregated view so they can detect execution risks, protect time for what
matters, and elevate the team so everyone is empowered to do their best work.

Contact us to learn more:

uplevelteam.com
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